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Roy Dowell’s timing is seriously out of wack. For more
than three decades, as the art world has careened from
poststudio praxis to neo-expressionist painting and back
again, L.A.-based painter/collagist Dowell has been
steadfastly mining a creative vein whose most conspicuous
antecedents are the abstract-formalist vocabularies of early
Modernism. A midcareer survey at Margo Leavin Gallery in
2006 demonstrated how much internal evolution had
occurred within those parameters, absorbing and
translating stylistic elements as universal as fragmented
billboard advertising and as personal as the (reciprocal)
influence of his longtime partner Lari Pittman. Chair of
Otis’ graduate school for the past 20 years, Dowell is about
as far inside the L.A. art world as you can get, and I have
heard his elegant collages dismissed as “too safe” — the
privileged, solipsistic exploration of an anachronistic
aesthetic bubble, irrelevant no matter how gorgeous they
might be.
Roy Dowell, Untitled (#974), 2009
Irrelevant to what? I wonder. Last I checked, the idea that art history was actually heading
somewhere had been out of fashion since the mid-1970s. And ever since, art history has been,
essentially, a quirky subset of the fashion industry. I’ve recently begun to think that all art is both
spiritual and political — regardless of the artist’s intentions. In part, this is the result of every
artwork’s schizophrenic duality — the spirituality deriving from the inescapable subjectivity of
creative practice; the political from its manifestation in consensus reality.
Dowell’s work is political precisely in its adamant disavowal of fashionable talking points, and
refreshing in its refusal of the plausible deniability of irony. The measure of an artist’s subjective
accomplishment is tricky but can often be surmised from the complexity and power of their
chosen language — and their fluency with it. Dowell’s latest body of work — 28 identically sized
collages that incorporate a substantial amount of original painted material — display a virtuosic
command of the language of modernist design, filtered through a curious handmade homeliness
and verging-on-outsider graphic quality.
The adjacent project room holds a group of works that verge even closer to outsider territory,
while deploying an inventory of pictographic symbols that fuse the archetypal and anecdotal
realms. Drawing on an extended sojourn in northern Sweden, mixed-media trickster Jeffrey
Vallance has appropriated the shamanistic object-making traditions of the indigenous Saami
people in the form of a reindeer-skin “Troll-drum” decorated with a complex system of stick
figures and abstract patterns, and supplemented by five elaborate preliminary drawings and
interpretive legends.
As usual, Vallance’s always-engaging draftsmanship barely conceals a subversive confusion of the
order of things — in this case the already highly incorrect borrowing of a colonized tribal culture’s
sacred traditions is compounded by the seemingly irreverent inclusion of depictions of
snowmobiles and helicopters. Closer inspection reveals imagery deriving not from Saami culture,
or even “life in the arctic,” but instead referencing incidents from Vallance’s own life and career —
the Royal Bat of Tonga, a Yeti, Blinky the Friendly Hen, and so on. Vallance’s gift is to somehow
balance the personalization of this potent aboriginal iconography through such unlikely popcultural channels as Polynesian exotica and cryptozoology without a hint of exploitation or
condescension.
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